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Abstract 
Our main result is a determination of those parameter sets for which a tight OMEP with 
four rows exists. These are used to characterize those n for which an sl × s2 x s3 × s4//n 
OMEP exists. The main application of this is a method for determining the minimal n for which 
an s~ x s2 x s3 × s4//n OMEP exists. We use the same techniques to give an algorithm for 
determining the minimal n for which an sl x s2 × s3 x s4//n OMEP with equal replication exists. 
More importantly, the methods used here can be applied to OMEPs on any number of factors. 
(~) 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
1. Introduction 
An orthogonal main effect plan, or OMEP, is a matrix having k rows (or factors), 
n columns (or runs), si symbols in row i, for 1 <~i<<.k, and satisfies the following 
property: if 1 <~i < j<.k ,  and i fx  is any symbol in row i, and y is any symbol in row 
j ,  then the number of  columns with an x in row i and a y in row j equals the number of 
times x appears in row i, multipl ied by the number of times y appears in row j ,  divided 
by n. We call the matrix an S lx  sz x • • • × s~//n OMEP. The number of times symbol 
x occurs in row i is often denoted by rix. These numbers are called the replication 
numbers of  the OMEP. OMEPs with sl = s2 . . . . .  sk = s and n = 2s 2, having all 
replication umbers equal to 2s, are orthogonal arrays of strength two and index 2. 
OMEPs have been considered by many authors, in part because they are useful in 
constructing statistical designs. For a recent survey on OMEPs and related structures, 
see [7], We mention one important yet simple construction here, due to Addelman [1]. 
Given an sl x S 2 X' ' '  X S i X . . .  X Sk//n OMEP, we can identify a pair of  symbols in row 
i to obtain an sl × s2 x • • • x (si - 1 ) x .. • x Sk//n OMEP. The proof of this is a routine 
calculation. This construction, or repeated applications of it, is called collapsing levels 
of the OMEP. 
* Corresponding author. 
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To minimize experimental effort, we often want OMEPs with as few columns as 
possible (given sl,s2 . . . . .  sk). Such OMEPs are called minimal. Jacroux [4] has given 
a lower bound on the number of  columns in a general OMEP, and Street [6] has 
extended his result when the OMEP has three rows. However, until now not much has 
been known about the minimal number of  columns needed in OMEPs with four rows. 
This is the subject of  this paper. 
Suppose ~ is an sj x s 2 × " ' "  × sk//n OMEP, and that n = p~'p~n2.., p~,,, is the 
prime power factorization of  n. Let 
gi = gcd{r/~ ix a symbol in row i}. 
Then since for an OMEP we have 
nlrixrjy fo r ie j ,  x in rowi ,  y in rowj ,  
we have 
nlgig j for all l~<i < j<~k. (1) 
For each prime Pt dividing n, let It be the greatest integer such that P['[gj for 
each j ,  and choose ct so that p~' exactly divides 9c,. (Note that ct is not necessarily 
uniquely determined.) Then, by (1), we see p~nr-l, divides 9j for j ¢ ct. I f  p t  t-l' 
exactly divides 9j for j ¢ ct, and, furthermore, if sj = n/gj for each j E {1,2 . . . . .  k}, 
then we call the OMEP tight. In this case we have It <~mt/2. 
I f  ~ itself is not tight, then the lt's and the ct's still exist, and these determine 
t the parameter set of a tight OMEP, say st1 × s~ × .. .  × s~//n. Note that si-.~s/ for 
each i, since gi ~g; for each i. Hence, if this tight OMEP exists, then an OMEP 
with the same parameters as ~ can be obtained by collapsing levels in the tight 
OMEP. 
For statistical reasons, we sometimes desire that an OMEP has equal replication. This 
means that rig = riy for every pair of symbols x and y in each row i. Tight OMEPs have 
this property since r/~ = gi for such OMEPs. Consider any Sl x s2 x • .. × sk//n OMEP 
with equal replication. Then r/~ = gi for each i. As above, the replication numbers of 
I ! this OMEP determine a tight parameter set, say s~ × s 2 × .. .  × sk//n. Since 9~[gi for 
each i, and we have n = sigi = s~9~, it must be that si[s~ for each i. Hence, if the 
corresponding tight OMEP exists, we can collapse levels in it to obtain an OMEP with 
the same parameters as the original OMEP. 
Given n = p~" p~"" ... P t ' ,  we can determine the parameters sl × s2 × .. • × sk of  all 
possible tight OMEPs, since for tight OMEPs these parameters are determined by the 
lt's and the ct's, and there are only finitely many possibilities for each of these. In 
particular, there are only fmt/2] possibilities for lt, and k possibilities for et. Some of 
these choices may give rise to the same parameters Sl × s2 × • .. x sk, but with the si's 
possibly reordered. 
For example, let us compute the possible tight parameter sets for a three-factor 
OMEP with n = 24 = 233 I. Now Ii can be 0 or 1, and 12 must be 0. Both Cl and 
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e2 can be any value in {1,2,3}. I f  ll : 1, cl : 1, and C 2 =2,  say, then gl = 2 - 3, 
92 = 22, and 93 : 22 " 3. Hence the corresponding tight parameter set is 4 x 6 x 2//24. 
In this way, we find the possible parameter sets (reordered so that Sl ~>s2 ~>s3) are: 
24 x 1 x 1//24, 8 x 3 x 1//24, 12 x 2 x 2//24, and 6 × 4 x 2//24. 
In this paper, we determine the tight parameter sets for which there corresponds a 
tight OMEP with four rows. By using this information, we then give a method for 
determining the minimal n for which an sl x s2 x s3 x s4//n OMEP exists. Similarly, 
we give an algorithm for determining the minimal n for which an sl x s2 × s3 x s4//n 
OMEP with equal replication exists. 
2. Existence of tight OMEPs 
In this section we introduce some recursive constructions for OMEPs, and we prove 
some existence results about tight OMEPs on four factors. 
Direct product type constructions for combinatorial designs have been studied by 
many authors; for example see [2]. Here is a direct product construction for 
OMEPs. 
Theorem 2.1 (Product Construction). I f  an st x S 2 X " ' '  X sk//n OMEP exists, and 
' ' s2s~ × .. x sksk//nn OMEP an s~l × s 2 x . . .  x s~//n' OMEP exists, then an sls~ x • , t 
exists. 
Proof. The direct product of  the first two OMEPs gives the third OMEP. [] 
Theorem 2.2 (Concatenation Construction). Suppose ~ is an sl x s2 x . . .  x sk//n 
OMEP,  and ~ is an sl × s2 ×."  × sk- i  × s~//n ~ OMEP,  with replication numbers rix 
and r~y, respectively. Further suppose that these OMEPs  have the same symbol  sets 
in the f irst k -  1 rows, rix/n = r~/n ~ when 1 ~ i <<. k - 1, and for  the remaining row, the 
symbols in the f irst OMEP are all different f rom the symbols o f  the second OMEP.  
Then the concatenation o f  these matrices is an S 1 X S 2 X ' ' '  X S k_  1 × (Sk -~- S tk ) / / (n  + n I) 
OMEP.  
ProoL Let .//g be the k x (n + n ~) matrix obtained by juxtaposing the two OMEPs. 
Consider 1 ~< i ~ j ~< k, and a symbol x in row i and a symbol y in row j .  The number 
of columns in JP/ that have an x in row i and a y in row j is 
r(  t rix rjy n t zx r)y 
n - - - -+  
n n n t n t "  
For J/g to be an OMEP, this must equal 
(n+n')L~ ~T~ ] 
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Since i ¢ j ,  we may assume without loss of generality that rix/n = r~/n'. Then (rix + 
rig)/(n + n') = rix/n and so the above equation reduces to the first. [] 
It is well known that an orthogonal array can be considered as a difference matrix 
(for example, see [5,2]). The following theorem is in this vein. 
Theorem 2.3. Suppose ~ is an sl xs2 x.  . . xsk//n OMEP,  and let l=lcm{sl ,s2, . . .  ,sk}. 
Then there exists an sl x s2 x . . .  x sk x n//ln OMEP.  
Proof. Assume the symbols in row r of ~ are {0 . . . . .  sr - 1}. Construct a new matrix 
~t  as follows. For each column ci of ~,  i = 1 . . . .  , n we construct 1 columns in S 
with the form 
{ci + ( j , j  . . . . .  j )T JJ = 1 . . . .  ,1}, 
where the addition in each row r is done modulo st, and where we append the symbol i
to each of  these 1 columns. It is routine to check that this gives an Sl xs2 x . . .xsk  xn// ln 
OMEP. [] 
We use a 2 x 2 x 2 x 4 / /80MEP later; its existence follows from this theorem, by 
setting 9 to be a 2 x 2 x 2 / /40MEP.  
Lemma 2.4. For any prime p ~>3, and any r >~ 1, every tight OMEP with four rows 
and pr columns exists'. 
Proof. Without loss of  generality the parameters have the form pt x pt x pt x pr-t / /pr ,  
where t <~r/2. Now a 1 x 1 × 1 × pr-2t//pr-2t OMEP exists, and since p~> 3, apt  X 
pt X pt x pt//p2t OMEP exists (since there are two MOLS of order n for n ~ 2, 6). 
Hence Theorem 2.1 gives the desired result. [] 
Corol lary 2.5. I f  n is odd, then all tight OMEPs  with four rows and n columns exist. 
Proof. Such an OMEP can be obtained using the product construction (Theorem 2.1) 
and "ingredient" OMEPs of  the form pt x pt x pt x p~-t//p~, with p 7> 3 an odd prime, 
t<~r/2, r>~l. U] 
Lemma 2,6. I f  r >~ 3, then all tight OMEPs  with four rows and U columns exist. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, the parameters have the form 2 t × 2 t X 2 t X 2r-t/~2 r, 
where t <~ r/2. I f  t ~>2, then a 2 t x 2 t x 2 t × 2t//2 2t OMEP exists (since there are 
two MOLS of  order 2 t for t~>2), and a 1 × 1 × 1 × 2r-2t//2r-2t OMEP exists, 
so the result follows from Theorem 2.1. I f  t -= 1, then since a 2 × 2 × 2 × 22//23 
OMEP exists, and a 1 x 1 × 1 x 2r-3//2 r -30MEP exists, Theorem 2.1 again gives the 
result. [] 
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Now in the case r ~< 2, the only possible tight parameter sets are 1 × 1 x 1 × 2//2, 
1 x 1 x 1 x 22//22 , and 2 × 2 x 2 x 2//22 . OMEPs for the first two parameters ets 
clearly exist, but no 2 x 2 x 2 x 2//22 OMEP exists since there do not exist two MOLS 
of order 2. 
At this point, the only tight parameter sets left to consider are those with n -- 4n ~, 
n 1/>3 odd, and furthermore with 2 dividing each si exactly (all other tight parameter 
sets have corresponding OMEPs by the above results). Now, if some number q > 3 
also divides each si, then the OMEP exists (again using Theorem 2.1) since a 2q × 
2q x 2q x 2q//4q 20MEP exists (since there are two MOLS of order 2q for q > 3) 
and the other ingredient OMEP exists, by Corollary 2.5. So the only possibility with 
all si's equal is when all si = 6. 
Proposition 2.7. The minimal n for which a 6 x 6 x 6 x 6//n OMEP exists is n : 72. 
Proof. We know a 6 x 6 z 6 x 6//36 OMEP does not exist. The next possible value 
for n (by considering possible tight parameter sets) is 72. Since a 7 x 7 x 7 x 7//72 
OMEP exists we can collapse levels in it to get the desired OMEP. [] 
Proposition 2.8. A 6 x 6 x 6 x 5//36 OMEP exists. 
Proof. Euler found a pair of latin squares LI,L2 of order 6, having a common 2 x 2 
subsquare, but otherwise orthogonal. Suppose the symbols in the subsquare are x and 
y. Then by identifying x and y in L2, and constructing the corresponding matrix (with 
columns (i,j, Lx[i,j],L2[i,j])), we get a 6 x 6 × 6 x 5//36 OMEP. [] 
Proposition 2.9. The minimal n .for which a 6 × 6 x 6 x 6//n OMEP with equal 
replication exists is n = 3223, 
ProoL Any equally replicated sl x S 2 X S 3 × s4//n with 6IS i for each i has 9In and 4in 
and so 361n. We know n > 36, but using Theorem 2.1, a tight 2 x 2 x 2 z 4//8 OMEP, 
and a tight 3 × 3 x 3 x 3 / /90MEP (both of which exist) we obtain a 6 x 6 z 6 x 12//72 
OMEP. This can have levels collapsed to obtain the desired OMEP. [] 
Proposition 2.10. The minimal n Jor which an equally replicated 6 x 6 x 6 x s//n 
exists, s = 2,3,4,5, is', respectively, n = 36,36,72, 180. 
Proof. The proof for each case is similar to the proof for the case s = 6, and offers 
no additional insight. [3 
We now consider the remaining parameter sets where 3 also divides each s/. These 
have the form 6sl x @2 x @3 x 6s4//36sls3s3s4, where gcd(si,sj) = 1 for any i,j, and 
the si's are all odd. I f  all si's are 1, then the corresponding tight OMEP does not exist 
as there do not exist two MOLS of order 6. First suppose just one si is not 1, say sl. 
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Proposit ion 2.11. An 18 x 6 × 6 × 6//108 OMEP exists, with rix/108 = 1/si for  each 
x in row i, and each i. 
Proof. We give a completely resolvable OA3(3, 6), (an orthogonal array with 6 sym- 
bols, 3 rows, and 108 = 3 • 63 columns), from which you just extend the 18 parallel 
classes to get the desired OMEP. The solution is cyclic modulo 5, with one fixed point 
x in each row. The first five parallel classes are obtained by developing the following 
parallel class modulo 5. 
0 1 x 3 4 2 
0 2 4 1 x 3 
0 x 1 4 2 3 
The next five parallel classes are obtained by developing the following parallel class 
modulo 5. 
0 1 2 x 4 3 
x 2 4 1 3 0 
0 3 1 4 x 2 
The next five parallel classes are obtained by developing the following parallel class 
modulo 5. 
0 1 2 x 4 3 
0 x 4 1 3 2 
0 3 x 4 2 ! 
The sixteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth parallel classes are 
0 1 2 3 4 
0 1 2 3 4 




1 2 3 4 
4 0 1 2 




Verification that this gives the desired OMEP is routine. [] 
1 2 3 4 x 
4 0 1 2 x 
3 4 0 1 x 
Lemma 2.12. A 6sl × 6 x 6 × 6//36Sl OMEP exists for  all odd sl >~ 3. 
ProoL Using the above 18 x 6 × 6 × 6//108 OMEP, a tight 12 × 6 × 6 × 6//72 OMEP, 
and Theorem 2.2, we see we can construct a 6(s + 2) × 6 × 6 × 6//36(s + 2) OMEP 
from a 6s × 6 x 6 × 6//36s OMEP. But then the result follows inductively. [] 
It now follows that all OMEPs of  type 6sl x 6S2 X 6s 3 X 6S4//36SlS3S3S4, where 
gcd(si,sj) = 1 for any i,j, and the si's are all odd exist, since they can be obtained 
using a 6si x 6 x 6 × 6//36sl OMEP and a 1 x s2 x s3 x $4//$2s3s 40MEP, and 
Theorem 2.1. 
The only parameter sets left to consider have gcd(si, sj )  = 2 for any 1 ~< i < j ~< 4. 
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Lemma 2.13. An OMEP with parameters 2 x 2 × 2 x 2s//4s does not exist i f  s is 
odd. 
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that such an OMEP exists. We may assume the symbols 
in each of the first three rows are 0 and 1. Let aijk be the number of columns with an 
i in row 1, a j in row 2, and a k in row 3. Now evaluating the sum 
rl0r20 rl0r31 r21r31 
- -  ÷ - -  
4s 4s 4s 
in two ways we find 
(a000 + a001 ) - (a001 ÷ a011 ) + (a011 + al l l  ) = s. 
However, every symbol in the fourth row appears twice, and the columns above it are 
complementary (their components sum to 1 rood 2). But this implies that i f  we restrict 
the OMEP to the first three rows, we can pair up each column with its complement. 
But the above formula reduces to a000 + all~ = s, and since s is odd, this means we 
cannot pair up the corresponding columns. This is a contradiction. [] 
Corol lary 2.14. The minimal  n for  which a 2 × 2 × 2 × s//n OMEP exists, with s >~ 2, 
is n = 2(s+ 1) fo r  s =- 1,3(mod4) ,  n = 2(s + 2) fo r  s - 2(mod4) ,  and n = 2s for  
s -= 0 (mod 4). 
Proof. I f  s -= 0 (mod 4), then s = 4s ~, and we can apply the product construction using 
a 2 x 2 x 2 × 4 / /80MEP and a 1 x 1 x 1 × s~//s ~ OMEP as ingredient OMEPs to 
obtain a 2 × 2 × 2 × s//2s OMEP. 
If s --=- 1 (mod4)  then every tight OMEP on 2s columns exists, but none of them 
can have levels collapsed to obtain a 2 × 2 x 2 × s//2s OMEP. Hence, n >~ 2(s + 1 ). 
However, for each t>~l, we can concatenate a 2 x 2 x 2 x 1 / /40MEP and t copies of 
a 2 × 2 x 2 × 4 / /80MEP to obtain a 2 x 2 × 2 × (4 t+ 1) / /2 (4 t+2)  OMEP. Hence, a 
2 x 2 × 2 x s//2(s + 1 ) OMEP exists and so we see that n = 2(s + 1 ) is minimal in this 
case. If s = 3 (mod 4), then every tight OMEP on 2s columns exists, but none of them 
can have levels collapsed to obtain a 2 × 2 × 2 × s//2s OMEP. Hence, n ~> 2(s + 1 ). But 
then as s + 1 -=- 0 (mod4) ,  we see that a 2 × 2 × 2 × (s + 1)//2(s + 1) OMEP exists, 
and so we can collapse levels to obtain the desired OMEP. 
Finally, if  s _= 2 (mod4),  then Theorem 2.13 implies n > 2s. As n = (2 + i)(s + j )  
for some nonnegative integers i , j ,  the next possible value is n = 2(s+ 1 ). However, all 
tight OMEPs on 2(s + 1 ) columns exist and none can have levels collapsed to obtain 
the desired OMEP. So in fact we have n >~ 2(s + 2). As s + 2 ---= 0 (mod 4), there exists 
a 2 x 2 x 2 x (s + 2)//2(s + 2) OMEP, in which we can collapse levels to obtain a 
2×2x2×s/ /2 (s+2)  OMEP. [] 
Corol lary 2.15. The minimal  n Jbr which an equally replicated 2 × 2 x 2 x s//n OMEP 
exists, with s>~2, is n = 4s for  s - 1,3 (mod4),  n = 4s for  s =- 2(mod4) ,  and n = 2s 
for  s - 0 (rood 4). 
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Proof. I f s  is odd, then since we desire equal replication, we have 2sin. From Corollary 
2.14, we see n ¢ 2s. However, using the product construction, a tight 2 x 2 x 2 x 
1 / /40MEP,  and a 1 x 1 x 1 xs / / s  OMEP gives a 2 x 2 x 2 xs / /4s  OMEP, so 
we see n = 4s is minimal in this case. I f  s = 0(rood4),  then a tight 2 x 2 x 2 x 
s//2s exists and so the result follows in this case. Consider the case s --- 2 (rood4). 
Since we want an equally replicated OMEP, and s~ = s2 = 2, we must have 4In. 
Hence 2sin. We know n ¢ 2s, by Lemma 2.13, and so n~>2(2s) = 4s. Let s = 2s/. 
Using a tight 2 z 2 x 2 x 4 / /80MEP,  a tight 1 z 1 z 1 xs~/ /s  ~ OMEP, and the 
product construction yields a 2 z 2 x 2 x 2s//4s, and so we see n =- 4s is minimal in 
this case. [] 
Lemma 2.16. A 2sl x 2s2 x 2 x 2/ /4S lS20MEP exists Jbr  all odd sj,s2, Sl,S2~>3. 
Proof. We can collapse levels in a 6 x 6 x 6 x 5//36 OMEP to obtain a 6 x 6 x 2 x 2//36 
OMEP, such that for each i, rix/36 = 1/si for each symbol x in row i. Using this OMEP, 
and a tight 4 x 6 x 2 x 2//24 OMEP, and Theorem 2.2, we see inductively that we can 
construct a 2Sl x 6 x 2 x 2//12Sl. But now using this OMEP, a tight 2sj x 4 x 2 x 2//8sl 
OMEP, and Theorem 2.2, the result follows inductively. [] 
The tight parameter sets with gcd(si, s j )=  2 for any 1 ~ i < j ~< 4 are handled by these 
last two lemmas, as the following argument shows. Since 2 divides each si exactly, 
we can assume the parameters have the form 2al x 2a2 x 2a3 x 2a4//4n, where the 
ai's are  odd and, furthermore, no two have a common factor. If  three of  the ai's are  
1, then this case is handled by Lemma 2.13. Otherwise, at least two of  the ag's are 
greater than or equal to 3, say al and a2, and the corresponding OMEP exists, since 
it can be obtained by using Theorem 2.1 with an 2al x 2a2 × 2 x 2/ /4a la20MEP and 
a 1 × 1 × a3 x a4//a3a40MEP, both of  which exist by previous results. 
3. Applications 
We now present wo applications of the preceding ideas: algorithms for determin- 
ing the minimal n for which four-factor OMEPS, and four-factor OMEPs with equal 
replication exist. 
In the introduction we saw that any sl x s2 x s3 x s4//n OMEP gives rise to a 
-< ~ for each i. Furthermore, we tight parameter set s I x s~ x s~ x s~4//n, where si..~s i 
saw that if the original OMEP had equal replication, then we in fact have sils~. Hence 
in both cases, if  the corresponding tight OMEP exists, then it can have levels collapsed 
to obtain the original OMEP. Since we know exactly when tight OMEPs on four factors 
exist, it is not surprising that two rather trivial algorithms work. 
Suppose we are given s1,$2,$3,$4, and we do not require an OMEP with equal 
replication. Since we know how to generate all the tight parameter sets for a given n, 
' x st2 x ' x s~4//n, we can find the smallest n so that there is a tight parameter set, ,~': s I s 3 
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with si<<.s~. Now, if the corresponding OMEP exists then n is minimal and we are 
done. Otherwise, there are only two possibilities for S :  2 × 2 x 2 x 2s//4s, with s 
odd, or 6 × 6 × 6 x 6//36. In the first case, it must be that 81,$2,$3,s 4 actually equals 
2, 2,2,2s in some order, in which case Theorem 2.14 applies. In the second case, either 
each si = 6, in which case we know n -- 72 is minimal, otherwise n = 36 is minimal 
since an OMEP with the desired parameters can be obtained by collapsing levels in a 
6 x 6 x 6 x 5//36 OMEP. 
Suppose we are given s l, s2, s3, s4, and we do require an OMEP with equal replication. 
Since we know how to generate all the tight parameter sets for a given n, we can find 
the smallest n so that there is a tight parameter set, Y :  s l~ xs  2~ xs~ x s~4//n, with 
silsl. Now, if the corresponding OMEP exists then n is minimal and we are done. 
Otherwise, there are only two possibilities for ~:  2 × 2 × 2 × 2s//4s, with s odd, or 
6 x 6 × 6 x 6//36. In the first case, it must be that sl = s2 = s3 = 2 in which case 
Theorem 2.15 applies. In the second case, either each si = 6, in which case we know 
n = 72 is minimal, otherwise n = 36 is minimal since an equally replicated OMEP with 
the desired parameters can be obtained by collapsing levels in a 6 x 6 x 6 x 5//36 
OMEP. 
4. Conclusions 
In this paper we show that almost every tight parameter set on four factors yields 
an OMEP, the exceptions being 6 × 6 x 6 x 6//36, and 2 × 2 x 2 x 2s//4s for s 
odd. We use this information to characterize for which n an sl × s2 × s3 × s40MEP 
exists. 
There are some obvious applications of  the techniques in this paper. First of all, 
the results of this paper show all tight OMEPs with three rows exist, and so we 
can say that an sl × s2 x s3//n OMEP exists tf and only if  there exists a tight 
OMEP on n columns with at least as many different symbols in each row. Sim- 
ilarly, an Sl x s2 x ss//n OMEP with equal replication exists i f  and only if there 
' s~3//n OMEP such that silsl for each i. The same techniques exists a tight s t × s~ × 
apply in determining minimal OMEPs with more rows. The only problem is that 
fewer of the "ingredient" OMEPs exist. For example, in the case of  five rows, there 
is no 3 z 3 x 3 × 3 × 3 / /90MEP and so some other "base" ingredients 
must be used. A determination of tight parameter sets on five factors for which the 
corresponding OMEP exists is an obvious extension of this work. This is work in 
progress. 
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